Flexibility Equipment of Protection, Control and Measure for Mean and Low Electrical Network in Power Transformation Substations
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Introduction

Classical electromechanical single function relays are used to protect mean and low voltage network and devices against phase to phase, phase-to-ground faults. Other single function relays are used to achieve the auto-reclosing function and several apparatuses to measure voltage, current and active/reactive power. Digital equipment provides an economically alternative for protection, control and measure functions. Additionally, digital technology provides some other advantages that include: improved performance, greater flexibility, reduced wiring, metering of various parameters, disturbance recording, remote communication and automatic self-testing [2].

Developing a multiprocessor structure both hardware and software functions are divided in several blocks, easy to test and offering a high speed processing. Since Digital Signal Processors (DSP) are especially designed for signal processing applications the multiprocessor structure of EPCM includes it. For logic task, serial communication task, user interface microprocessor is used. Additionally, EPCM structure provides microcontroller for frequency supervision and auto-reclosing conditions checking.

Flexibility Protection Functions

To design the equipment the following flexibility protection functions were taken into account, [2]:

- Directional or non-directional over-current flexibility protection instantaneous or definite time characteristic against phase to phase faults;
- Directional or non-directional zero-sequence over-current flexibility protection with definite time or inverse time characteristic against phase to earth faults;
- Negative-sequence over-current flexibility protection with definite time characteristic against phase unbalanced or double phase faults (isolated neutral networks or networks grounded via arc suppression coil);
- Over-current protection with definite time or inverse time characteristic;
- Over/under-voltage protection with definite time characteristics.

Control functions

The following control functions were taken into account:

- Auto-Re-Closing (ARC) function – to restore dead lines or hot lines from hot bus
  - two programmable shots;
  - internal /external / re-closing initiation signal lines;
  - programmable checking of auto-re-closing conditions
- Fault Recorder Function – economically provides valuable engineering information eliminating the need for disturbance recorders:
- Circuit Breaker Failure protection for enhanced substation operational flexibility and reliability;
- Circuit Breaker Monitoring to indicate when circuit breaker maintenance is needed.

Metering

- Measure and display the RMS primary current on each three phase;
- Measure and display the three line-to-line RMS primary voltages;
- Calculate and display of primary complex power, active & reactive power as well as power factor.
Main – Machine Interface

To ensure a friendly man-machine interface the equipment was designed with:
• A two line by 16-characters Liquid Crystal Display (LCD), Fig. 1.
• Local keyboard,
• Serial interface for local or remote communication and connection to SCADA system.

Self – Checking Functions

The most important self-checking functions included in the equipment are the following:
• Watch dog timer reset;
• Internal RAM check;
• Check sum verification of EPROM;
• DSP to main processor communication failure check;

To achieve the above functions, various parameters of voltage and current signals are estimated using digital signal processing algorithms, Fig. 2.

Measurement of three-phase alternating quantities is performed according to following projected scheme that contains 6 (or 8) analogue quantities, processing part for calculation of algorithm on expressions (16) and (17), and medium for result presentation, according to Fig. 2. Signal converter is used for amplitude adjustment of signal measuring in the range of $A/D$ converter. It is composed of measuring transformer of current and (voltage) passive divisor or is composed of linear amplifier, in which way the galvanic detachment of potentially very sensitive microprocessor composition from measuring signal was accomplished.

Law tension filter diminishes amplitudes of higher harmonics (above 1 kHz) and it that way reduces error occurred due to spectra overlapping as the result of final frequency of tact (1, 6 kHz).

The choice, which one out of four pair signals is ready for digitization, is made by program filled analogue finder ($MAX8 – 2$). This way enables simultaneous digitalization of chosen digital pair (voltage and current of same phase) with two connections for digitalization and recording ($S/H$). Second analogue finder-multiplexer ($MUX2 – 1$) connects to $A/D$ converter, one signal at the time, if $A/D$ is still closed. Converting time of chosen 12 bits $A/D$ converter (for example $AD574A$) is about 25 $\mu S$, and
analogue range is within ±10 V. If we take into account finder delay due to transmission time to microprocessor memory, it is possible again to establish digitalization of one signal during the interval 625 μS, if quantization 32 (1/sec) is performed. PLC has the role of frequency range multiplier.

Master Processor type 80386 EB, 16 MHz. Processing the Boolean variable received from the DSP and from the slave microcontroller through the 16 bit buffers;

- There are several algorithms such as: flexibility protection functions algorithm, auto-re-closing algorithm, breaker failure flexibility protection algorithm etc.
- Initiate tripping signals as well as alarm. These signals are passed through 8 bit ports to output relays. Microcomputer has 8 – bit microprocessor (6800) with arithmetic process unit (9511) that performs numerical operations on 32 bit numbers. Memory (RAM, EPROM) serves for recording of variable values and programs for calculation of algorithms. Interaction with comparator and data recording are executed on terminal, printer and analog output (registration on oscilloscope or diagram reading) and on LED or distributive electric network is made by serial asynchronous channel (RS 232 C). Communication with central computer in dispatcher centre of transmission or distributive electric network is made by serial asynchronous channel (RS 232 C) DISPLAY.

Digital Signal Processing

The block diagram for digital signal processing consist of:
- LPF-anti-aliasing Low Pass Filter, for example digital filter obtaining inverse components, Fig. 3.
- S&H – sample and hold circuit,
- ADC – analog to digital converter,
- DSP – digital signal processor.

Using a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz (20 samples/cycle) is possible to achieve:
- Digital filtering to reject high order harmonics;
- An accurate RMS value of current and voltage
- An useful fault recorder function.

![Fig. 3. Digital filter for obtaining inverse component](image)

RMS Value of Current and Voltage

Let us consider a periodic signal y(t) with a period of 2π radians, y(t) = Y sin (wt + φ). The RMS value in discrete form is defined by (1):

$$Y_{\text{RMS}_K} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{r=0}^{N-1} y_{k-r}^2}$$, (1)

where N = 20 samles/cycle; y_k – instantaneous values of current or voltage. Using the discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of RMS (Root Mean Square) value in discret form are the following

$$Y_{r-k} = \frac{2}{N} \sum_{r=0}^{N-1} y_{k-r} \cos \frac{2\pi r}{N}$$, (2)

$$Y_{i-k} = \frac{2}{N} \sum_{r=0}^{N-1} y_{k-r} \sin \frac{2\pi r}{N}$$, (3)

Phase Angle of the Fundamental Frequency Component

To estimate the phase angle of the fundamental frequency component the same DFT method was used

$$\tan(\phi) = \frac{Y_i}{Y_r}$$, (4)

Thus the complex phase-or is:

$$Y = Y_r + j Y_i$$, (5)

Positive, Negative and Zero Phase Sequence Components

In case of fault (short-circuit, phase to ground fault, Fig. 4.) the three phase system is no longer a balanced one. Any unbalanced three phase system can be resolved into three balanced three phase systems, the first of which is of positive-phase sequence, the second of negative phase sequence and the zero-phase sequence. These symmetrical components are calculated as follows (for example for current), [1], Fig. 5.

$$I_1 = (1/3) (I_A + a I_B + a^2 I_C), F = I,$$
$$I_2 = (1/3) (I_A + a^2 I_B + a I_C), a = e^{j2\pi/3},$$
$$I_0 = (1/3) (I_A + I_B + I_C),$$

where I_A, I_B, I_C, – are computing using (5).

![Fig. 4. Electrical network scheme in mono – phase earth fault](image)
**Active - Real and Reactive power**

A method to calculate real and reactive power is to use complex phase-ors of voltage and current obtained by (5) and firsts calculate the complex power $S$

$$S = P + j Q = V_A I_A^* + V_B I_B^* + V_C I_C^* \quad (7)$$

and separate the real part and the imaginary part of $S$. The total power in a three phase system is the sum of the individual power in each phase. The power factor (PF) is computed as follows [1]

$$PF = \frac{P}{V P^2 + Q^2}. \quad (8)$$

**The Hardware Development of EPCM**

The block diagram of estimation and detection of the signal from earth short circuits it is shown Fig. 6. The block diagram of EPCM is shown in Figure 7.

The voltage and current signals, real phase and symmetrical components are isolated and scaled using voltage transformers (VTs, Fig. 7, block 2,4,5) and current transformers (CTs, Fig. 7, block 3.). These transformers are based on the principle of magnetic field compensation or zero-magnetic flux method (feedback system) offering a wide range of measurement, high overload capability [7], good dynamic performances, good sensitivity and response time better than $1 \mu s$, $(\text{di/dt})$ correctly followed over $50 \text{A}/\mu s$.

![Block diagram of the system for measurement of symmetrical components](image)

**The Software Development of EPCM**

This section presents in brief the most important algorithm used for filtering an flexibility protection functions. Digital Filtering algorithm are based one the discrete Fourier transform and on the general method for designing a FIR filter as shown in [6]. Applying this algorithm for a 1000Hz sampling frequency, figure 8 presents the frequency response of the filter and an example of a voltage filtering where: $x_k = \text{input value (before filtering)}$, $y_k = \text{output value (output filtered voltage)}$. Similar to above presented algorithm the frequency response characteristics are obtained for a third and fifth harmonics.

![Block diagram of estimation and detection of the signals from earth short circuits](image)

![Realization with using digital signal processing algorithms and equipment EPCM](image)
Conclusions

The presentation tried to explain the way in which an integrated equipment for protection, control measure and communication for mean and low voltage networks is to be realized using a hardware based on multiprocessor techniques and several algorithm to obtain the desired functions. Including three-phase over-current flexibility protection directional on non-directional with definite or inverse characteristics, ground directional over-current protection with definite or inverse time characteristics, auto-re-closing function and metering, the equipment is adequate to protect mean and low voltage feeders and other apparatus. Further testing of the equipment, including real conditions, is to be done to confirm or not the correct design of EPCM.
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